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Welcome!

Ewa Deelman, University of Southern California
CI COE Pilot PI, CI4 Resilience Co-PI

CI CoE Pilot (funded in 2018): 
● Understand the CI needs of 

NSF Major Facilities (MFs)
● Develop a Blueprint and a 

model for a CI CoE that would 
provide advice about the CI 
underpinning the data 
lifecycle of NSF MFs

CI4Resilience (funded in 2020), 
Kerk Kee PI:

● Understand how NSF MFs 
reacted and adapted to the 
pandemic

● Understand how CI can help 
to adapt or could help in 
future  crises

Began to understand the uniqueness of MF CI workforce needs



Workshop Organizing Team
● Joel Brock (Cornell, CHESS)
● Laura Christopherson (CI CoE, UNC)
● Rafael da Silva (CI CoE, USC ISI)
● Kerk Kee (CI CoE, TTU)
● Angela Murillo (CI CoE, IU-Purdue)
● Jaroslaw Nabrzyski (CI CoE, ND)
● Chris Romsos (OR, RCRV)
● Mats Rynge (CI CoE, USC ISI)
● Karan Vahi (CI CoE, USC ISI)
● Wendy Whitcup (CI CoE, USC ISI)
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We have over 50 video conferencing systems scattered 
over about four different locations on two different 
continents to allow scientists and engineers to collaborate 
as if they were in the same room.

- Jerry Brower, Gemini Observatory



IceCube
During winter at the South 

Pole, a skeleton crew, called 
winterovers, remain to 

maintain the station. The sun 
sets in February and doesn’t 

rise again until November. It is 
very difficult to get anything in 
or out of the South Pole during 

these months. The average 
temperature is so low that 
most aircrafts cannot land. 

NEON
The days can be long and the work rigorous 
at times, including hiking in tough terrain, 
but the work is interesting, meaningful, and 
immersed in nature.

RCRV
So you really 
have to be on a 
boat to make 
measurements 
within the ocean 
interior.

- Steve DiMarco



They trekked out there to take some 
measurements and do some troubleshooting. 
Afterward, they took a break in the snow lying 
down to look up at the stars and Milky Way.

Long, tiring days at sea are offset by seeing all 
the wildlife and other natural sights in the 
open ocean (starry nights with no light 
pollution, Northern lights, stormy seas, 
icebergs, etc.), and traveling to different ports 
and experiencing different parts of the world. 

- Jennifer Batryn, OOI

Being an engineer is not to make a lot 
of money… It is to extend your 
childhood because you get to play 
with a lot of cool stuff and they pay 
you for it.

- Gustavo Arriagada 
Gemini Observatory



Agenda
9am PT/12pm ET Opening Remarks

9:15am PT/12:15pm ET Keynote: Creating a Trained and Motivated User Base for 
Large Research Facilities and Their Data

10am PT/1pm ET Panel 1: Remote/Distributed Team Work

10:45am PT/1:45pm ET Break

11:15am/2:15pm Panel 2: Non-Traditional Work Settings

12pm PT/3pm ET Activity: Creating a work culture that taps into intrinsic 
motivations

2:30pm PT/4:30pm ET Closing Remarks



Keynote: Creating a 
Trained and 
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Base for Large 

Research Facilities 
and Their Data 02

Distinguished Professor, College 
of Earth Ocean and 
Atmospheric Sciences, Oregon 
State University and Project 
Scientist for the RCRV Project

Clare E. Reimers
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● Alisdair Davey NSO
● John Haverlack - ARF
● David Schultz - IceCube
● Wendy Whitcup - CI CoE











U.S. Academic Research Fleet (ARF)
University of Alaska Fairbanks (UAF)

R/V Sikuliaq
John Haverlack  (jehaverlack@alaska.edu)
● IT Manager UAF College of Fisheries and Ocean Sciences (CFOS)
● B.S. Physics ‘94 Virginia Tech
● Linux Systems Administrator / Programmer / IT Manager since 1991

○ Transmeta Corporation
○ Sourceforge Inc.
○ Alaska Satellite Facility (UAF)
○ College of Fisheries and Ocean Sciences (UAF)

mailto:jehaverlack@alaska.edu


IceCube Neutrino Observatory

David Schultz
╶ Production Software Manager

IceCube Neutrino Observatory
University of Wisconsin–Madison

Computing grid. Dedicated sites in blue, opportunistic/cloud in green.



Construction: 2005-2010, future upgrades
Operation: 2010-?

What is IceCube?



One Success - Distributed Training

IceCube has a long history of workshops to train people

Pre-pandemic, these were typically once or twice a year in-person

In the last year, we’ve hosted multiple virtual workshops (with full 
recordings) on various topics:

- Traditional intro to IceCube/software
- Software languages in depth: C++, Rust

With the large number of grad students, this helps establish a base 
software proficiency and gives them experience if they go into industry



One Challenge - Collaborative Work

Because IceCube is a global collaboration, we have many people working 
in different time zones throughout the world

╶ Most supervisor / lead positions are in US
╶ Most developers are in Europe or US, but some are in Japan, New 

Zealand, and Australia

Additional problem: most work is “in-kind” contributions from grad 
students, who report to their professor instead of a central manager

We’ve tried various things, but haven’t found a good solution yet



Wendy Whitcup - CI CoE Pilot
● Wendy Whitcup

○ UCSB, Anthropology, tech, SCRUM, PMP
● CI CoE Pilot
● Challenge 

○ Acting as a new Project Manager
■ Specific to MFs

● Success
○ Building relationship with MF personnel



Break
● We will resume 2:15 EST / 11:15 PST



Panel 2: 
Non-Traditional 
Work Settings

04
● Ralf Auer - IceCube
● Joel Brock - CHESS
● Laura Greene - MagLab NHMFL
● Chris Romsos - RCRV



IceCube Neutrino Observatory
● What makes your MF a non-traditional work setting?
● Challenge and Success
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IceCube Neutrino Observatory
● What makes your MF a non-traditional work setting?
● Challenge and Success



Joel Brock, Director
jdb20@cornell.edu

Located 5 stories under the athletic playing fields, the 
Cornell High Energy Synchrotron Source is a 
high-intensity X-ray source which provides 1000 
users/year state-of-the-art facilities for research in 
Physics, Chemistry, Biology, and Environmental and 
Materials Sciences.  

CHESS is supported by NSF (CHEXS), AFRL (MSN-C), NIH (MacCHESS), and NYSTAR.

CI WFD Challenges at CHESS



X-rays and X-ray Sources

CI WFD Panel - June 29, 2021 51

X-rays are short wavelength or energetic light.

X-rays are uniquely suited to penetrate opaque 
material and non-destructively probe the structure of 
matter on length scales ranging from shipping 
containers to medical x-rays to the atomic-scale.

Synchrotrons are exceptionally bright sources of 
x-rays.  If a medical x-ray unit is a candle, a 
synchrotron corresponds to the lights at a football 
stadium.

http://www.sportingnews.com

https://science-edu.larc.nasa.gov



• Introduction to CHESS

LINAC, booster synchrotron, and storage ring (CESR) create the relativistic 
(6 GeV, 100mA) positron beam

Undulator magnets “shake” the positron beam, creating a highly 
collimated beam of intense EM radiation (X-rays) which is delivered to 

experimental stations.

CHESS users come from diverse disciplines, studying a wide variety of 
samples in diverse environments, using multiple techniques and 
analyses

Steadily increasing data rates

3D Virtual Tours: https: //www.chess.cornell.edu/3d-virtual-tours
CI WFD Panel - June 29, 2021 52



CHESS/CLASSE IT



MATERIALS ENERGY LIFE

Laura H Greene, Chief Scientist
Overview to the NHMFL

54

lhgreene@magnet.fsu.edu



National High Magnetic                   Field Laboratory

Florida State 
University

45T Hybrid 
   DC Magnet

900MHz, 105mm bore
21T NMR/MRI Magnet

Advanced MRI and
Spectroscopy Facility

11.4T MRI Magnet
400mm warm bore

High B/T Facility
17T, 6weeks at 1mK

University of Florida

101T Pulse Magnet
10mm bore

Los Alamos 
National 

Laboratory

1.4 GW Generator



The MagLab 
Attracts 

Researchers From 
Around The World

  7 Proc. of National Academy of Sciences
 39 Nature Journals
 11 Physical Review Letters 
 41 Physical Review B 
    6 Journal of American Chemical Society

In 2019, the MagLab hosted experiments 
by more than 2,096 users from 298 institutions
across the US (76% Univ; 18% Labs; 6% Ind)

…and a total of 298 institutions
from throughout the world.

Every year, more than 20% of  the experiments’ Principal Investigators are first-time-ever PI’s at the MagLab

In 2019, the MagLab User Program 
     helped to train ~300 postdocs 

   and ~7500 grad and undergrad students

  and published   ~440 refereed papers, including…



MagLab Outreach in 
2019…



The MagLab Mission: 1990-present
• Operate a world-leading high-magnetic-field user program

• Carry out in-house research in support of the user program

• Maintain facilities and develop new magnets/instrumentation

• Conduct education and outreach activities

~ 94 MagLab Research Faculty with charge:
• 1/3 Personal Research 
• 1/3 Technique Development 
• 1/3 User Support.
Credit given for education and outreach

Almost no one splits their time exactly this way; 
putting their time mostly into one of these 
categories; but all do at least some user support.
Our other professionals, such as teaching faculty, 
also work in all of these three areas.



Chris Romsos
Datapresence Systems Engineer
Oregon State University, College of Earth, Ocean, and Atmospheric Sciences
Regional Class Research Vessel Project (RCRV)



My Responsibilities / Facility Role:

Design, specification, procurement, and 
installation of shipboard and shoreside CI 
systems for the RCRVs.

• Shipboard LAN & network services
• Computing and storage infrastructure
• Underway (resident) sensor systems
• Datapresence & Telepresence

Major Facility: Academic Research Fleet, Regional Class Research Vessel Project

https://webcam.oregonstate.edu/rcrv4



Unique attributes of the Oceanographic IT occupation!

Lifestyle
Time:    Vessels are at sea roughly 180 days per year.  So far, building the vessel hasn’t required too much time at sea 
Space:  20+ people aboard the ship, ~2mbps to share for Operational, Scientific, and Quality of Life….

Technical
Community of Practice: Supported by a truly remarkable technical peer community known as RVTEC
Pace: High rates of configuration change (personnel, scientific & operational equipment)
Operational: Construction project has been a big change from previous scientific research support
Pain Points: Keeping the suite of CI and services pointed toward the intersection of requirements,

regulations, and potential



Activity: 
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Andrew Brown



Andrew Brown joined Notre Dame Research in 2018 as the 
division's first Operational Effectiveness, Assistant Program 
Director. He is responsible for improving onboarding, 
developing professional pathways, and enhancing overall work 
culture within NDR.  Over the past year and a half, one project  
Andrew has been working on is this intrinsic motivation 
leadership series for all 50+ supervisors of Notre Dame research.  
You will see the highlights of that series today. Before joining 
NDR, Andrew worked for four years within the Notre Dame 
Office of Human Resources as a Recruiting Consultant. Andrew 
completed his B.A. in Psychology from Wabash College and his 
M.Ed. in Training and Development from North Carolina State 
University.   

Andrew Brown



WELCOME
While we wait for others, please complete the poll 

question at http://pollev.com/ndresearch 

http://pollev.com/ndresearch




Today we will cover
• What is Intrinsic Motivation 

• Buildings Blocks of Intrinsic Motivation
• Autonomy
• Mastery
• Purpose
• Progress 

• How you can use the power of intrinsic motivation for yourself and/or your 
team.



What is Intrinsic 
Motivation?



Motivation

Extrinsic Motivation Intrinsic Motivation



Autonomy
The urge to direct our own lives.



Autonomy Pulse
• On a 1-10 scale with 10 being total autonomy and 

1 being extremely micromanaged.  What is your 
desired level of autonomy for your work? 

• On the same scale, what is the current level of 
autonomy with your work?

• Desired Level – Current Level =  ? 
http://pollev.com/ndresearch 

http://pollev.com/ndresearch


Autonomy in practice
Autonomy is not a one-size fits all approach
• Delegate authority where possible
• Trust your workers and accept that the outcome may be 

different from how you would do it
• Provide safety (no punishment for honest mistakes)
• Provide a clear purpose and goals
• Ensure that employees have an understanding of their roles 

and how their work impacts others
• If your score was not 0 – ask yourself what specific changes 

would get your there?



Mastery
Getting Better and Better at something that matters.



What is Mastery?



Getting better and better at something that 
matters.  Cites Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi and his 
life work studying the highest, most satisfying 
experiences in peoples lives what he called 
FLOW. 

 In FLOW, the goals are clear, the feedback is 
immediate and most importantly the 
relationship between what a person had to do 
and what they could do was perfect.  It was a 
notch or two beyond current abilities

Lets Dive in to FLOW a bit more



Find your FLOW
• Think about a recent activity or project (could be 

anywhere) where you felt the following.
• Intense and focused concentration on the present moment

• A sense of personal control or agency over the situation or activity

• A distortion of temporal experience – time flew by

• Experience of the activity itself as intrinsically rewarding







Mastery in practice
• Managers:

• Are your employees operating in flow? How do you know?
• If they are not, what specifically can you do to get them 

there?

• Employees:  
• Do you have flow moments at work?  
• If not, what needs to change (do you need to develop skills 

or increase challenge?)



Purpose
The yearning to do what we do in the service of 

something larger than ourselves



Work Purpose Word Cloud 
• In one sentence, why do you do what you do?

• http://pollev.com/ndresearch 

http://pollev.com/ndresearch




Research 
• A.M. Grant and D.A. Hofmann, Outsourcing Inspiration: The 

Performance Effects of Ideological Messages from Leaders and 
Beneficiaries. 2011 



Fundraising Call Center

Group 1 
Met F2F with “Will” a 
scholarship recipient

Group 2 
Was read a letter from “Will” 
with no direct contact

Group 3
Control Group

+142% Effort
+171% Productivity

No Change in effort or 
productivity

No Change in effort or 
productivity



Research 
• A.M. Grant and D.A. Hofmann, Outsourcing Inspiration: The 

Performance Effects of Ideological Messages from Leaders and 
Beneficiaries. 2011 

• “Meaningful work is a cornerstone of motivation… But all too often, 
employees do work that makes a difference, but never have the chance to 
see or meet the people affected by their work.”
• Outsource Inspiration 
• Leaders are linking pins 
• The power of 1 person  



Purpose In practice
• You should know why you do what you do.  

• Leaders should be authentic.  Know your own work 
purpose and work with / coach your staff to help 
discover and experience theirs.

• Leaders need to be linking pins by connecting 
employees to the people who find their work 
meaningful.



Progress
The #1 motivator for inner work life is making 

progress in meaningful work.



Progress is….
In your daily work…

Everywhere



Progress is….
Fitness

Everywhere



Progress is….
Retail

Everywhere



Progression in Gaming



Why is progress everywhere?

…continue that survey, keep working out, 
keep going towards the checkout and keep 
playing.

Because it is a powerful motivator!



But what about Progress at work?



The Research

Purpose: Understand the role of inner work life in 
organizations: what influences it and how it influences 
performance.

Methods:  Asked members of project teams to respond 
individually to an end-of-day email daily diary during their 
projects (4 months on average). 

The Daily Diaries: Inquired about emotions, moods, 
motivation levels and perception of the work that day.  
Also about the work they did and what stood out to them 
that day.

Specifics:  26 project teams from 7 companies.  238 total 
people surveyed and yielded ~12,000 unique entries of 
qualitative and quantitative data for analysis.



What happens 
on Good days?



What Happens 
on Bad Days?



The Progress Principle

#1 driver of inner work 
life is making progress in 
meaningful work. 



Our results

Amabile’s Results

#1 Recognition
#2 Clear Goals
#3 Incentives
#4 Interpersonal Support
#5 Support for Making Progress



Catalysts & Nourishments 
• Catalysts are events supporting the WORK.

• Setting clear goals
• Allowing Autonomy
• Providing Resources
• Providing sufficient time
• Helping with the work
• Learning from the problems and successes
• Allowing ideas to flow



Catalysts & Nourishments 
• Nourishments are actions supporting the PERSON.

• Respect
• Encouragement
• Emotional Support
• Affiliation



Inhibitors & Toxins
Inhibitors are the opposite of catalysts 
and Toxins are the opposites of 
nourishers.  These negative actions 
include failing to support the project or 
the person, as well as actively hindering 
the project or disrespecting the person in 
some way.



Put Progress into practice…
• Be aware of and support a work climate where 

progress is encouraged for all.
• Point out progress when you see it
• Don’t devalue progress that has been made

• Be a catalyst and nourisher where possible.

• Minimize inhibitors and toxins where possible.

• Be linking pins by connecting employees to the 
people who find their work meaningful.



Final Poll
http://pollev.com/ndresearch 

http://pollev.com/ndresearch


Closing Thoughts



Thank you!
abrown20@nd.edu 

mailto:abrown20@nd.edu
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Closing Remarks
● Kerk Kee - PI for CI4Resilience

○ https://ci4resilience.org/ 
● Thank you to all of our speakers, panelists, and participants!
● Expected outcomes of the workshop

○ Workshop Report
○ More conversations

● Survey Link
● Website for workshop where we will be posting outcomes: 

https://cicoe-pilot.org/creating-a-thriving-workplace 
● We will send out communication when the above is available

https://ci4resilience.org/
https://cicoe-pilot.org/creating-a-thriving-workplace


THANKS!



Credits/References for Opening Remarks (slides 6-8)

Slide 6:
● Photos taken from USAP’s (US Antarctic Program) image gallery: https://photolibrary.usap.gov/
● Quote is from Jerry Brower at Gemini: 

https://www.gemini.edu/careers?utm_medium=print&utm_source=brochure&utm_campaign=Careers2016#Gustavo_Arriagada

Slide 7:
● RCRV snapshot and quote taken from: https://youtu.be/lNtosWlboSc
● IceCube Life at the Pole blog:

○ Quote from: https://icecube.wisc.edu/pole/daily-life/
○ Photo from: https://icecube.wisc.edu/news/life-at-the-pole/2021/05/week-19-at-the-pole/

● Gemini Observatory photo taken from: http://www.gemini.edu/gallery/media/sunset-over-gemini-south
● NEON photos taken from NEON’s Flikr site: https://www.flickr.com/photos/neonsciencedata/albums/with/72157711338335388 

and https://www.flickr.com/photos/neonsciencedata/50754027703/in/album-72157710315626111/
○ Quote from https://www.neonscience.org/get-involved/work-opportunities/seasonal-fieldwork

Slide 8:
● MagLab poster taken from : https://nationalmaglab.org/images/staff/searchable_docs/maglab_staff_map.pdf
● IceCube Life at the Pole blog quote and photo taken from: 

https://icecube.wisc.edu/news/life-at-the-pole/2021/05/week-19-at-the-pole/
● Gemini

○ Quote from Gustavo Arriagada video on https://www.gemini.edu/yourfuture
○ Photo from https://www.gemini.edu/gallery/media/altair-optical-bench-alignment

● OOI (Oceans Observatory Initiative)
○ Jennifer Batryn quote taken from: https://oceanobservatories.org/2021/03/women-who-make-ooi-happen/
○ Photo taken from: https://oceanobservatories.org/2020/09/a-collaborative-month-in-the-irminger-sea/

https://photolibrary.usap.gov/
https://www.gemini.edu/careers?utm_medium=print&utm_source=brochure&utm_campaign=Careers2016#Gustavo_Arriagada
https://youtu.be/lNtosWlboSc
https://icecube.wisc.edu/pole/daily-life/
https://icecube.wisc.edu/news/life-at-the-pole/2021/05/week-19-at-the-pole/
http://www.gemini.edu/gallery/media/sunset-over-gemini-south
https://www.flickr.com/photos/neonsciencedata/albums/with/72157711338335388
https://www.flickr.com/photos/neonsciencedata/50754027703/in/album-72157710315626111/
https://www.neonscience.org/get-involved/work-opportunities/seasonal-fieldwork
https://nationalmaglab.org/images/staff/searchable_docs/maglab_staff_map.pdf
https://icecube.wisc.edu/news/life-at-the-pole/2021/05/week-19-at-the-pole/
https://www.gemini.edu/yourfuture
https://www.gemini.edu/gallery/media/altair-optical-bench-alignment
https://oceanobservatories.org/2021/03/women-who-make-ooi-happen/
https://oceanobservatories.org/2020/09/a-collaborative-month-in-the-irminger-sea/

